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ABSTRACT

Operational Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model forecasts run over Dugway Proving Ground (DPG) in northwest Utah, produced by the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command Four-Dimensional Weather System (4DWX), underpredict the amplitude of the diurnal temperature cycle during September and October. Mean afternoon [2000 UTC (1300 LST)] and early morning [1100 UTC (0400 LST)] 2-m temperature bias errors evaluated against 195 surface stations using 6- and 12-h forecasts are –1.37°C and 1.66°C, respectively. Bias errors relative to soundings and 4DWX-DPG analyses illustrate that the afternoon cold bias extends from the surface to above the top of the planetary boundary layer, whereas the early morning warm bias develops in the lowest model levels and is confined to valleys and basins. These biases are largest during mostly clear conditions and are caused primarily by a regional overestimation of near-surface soil moisture in operational land surface analyses, which do not currently assimilate in situ soil moisture observations. Bias correction of these soil moisture analyses using data from 42 North American Soil Moisture Database stations throughout the Intermountain West reduces both the afternoon and early morning bias errors and improves forecasts of upper-level temperature and stability. These results illustrate that the assimilation of in situ and remotely sensed soil moisture observations, including those from the recently launched NASA Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) mission, have the potential to greatly improve land surface analyses and near-surface temperature forecasts over arid regions.

1. Introduction

Accurate temperature forecasts by numerical weather prediction (NWP) models are critical for the protection of life and property, economic and operational activities, and routine day-to-day planning. Temperature forecasts not only affect near-surface (2 m) conditions, but also atmospheric stability, planetary boundary layer (PBL) heights, near-surface winds, and precipitation type. Large systematic temperature errors from the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model are observed throughout the world including over the European Alps (García-Díez et al. 2013) and the continental United States (Wyszogrodzki et al. 2013). Over the interior western United States, several studies identify an underprediction of the 2-m diurnal temperature range (DTR) with a warm (i.e., positive) 2-m temperature bias at night and in the early morning and a cold (i.e., negative) 2-m temperature bias in the afternoon. These biases, which are frequently >1°C, are found for a wide range of modeling systems, resolutions, and configurations (e.g., Cheng and Steenburgh 2005; Hart et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2013; Massey et al. 2014).

Hypothesized contributors to the DTR underprediction include inadequate vertical or horizontal resolution, near-surface turbulence flux errors, or inaccurate land surface characteristics and processes (e.g., Hanna and Yang 2001; Mass et al. 2002; Marshall et al. 2003; Cheng and Steenburgh 2005; Massey et al. 2014). Recently, Massey et al. (2014) reduced the early...
morning warm bias in WRF simulations of three fall days over northern Utah through the use of an alternate soil thermal conductivity parameterization combined with soil moisture analyses based on in situ observations. The afternoon cold bias, however, was only partially reduced in Massey et al. (2014) and remains associated with a myriad of plausible, yet untested, error sources including 1) differences between model and observation site elevations (Liu et al. 2008b; Wyszogrodzki et al. 2013), 2) radiation parameterization errors due to the absence of three-dimensional scattering in complex terrain or tuning for lower elevations (Zhong and Fast 2003; Liu et al. 2008b; Wyszogrodzki et al. 2013), 3) underprediction of thermally forced circulations due to smoother-than-real topography making the associated subsidence warming over valleys and basins less intense during the day (Liu et al. 2008b), 4) decreased solar radiation due to excessive mountain cloud development during the day (Wyszogrodzki et al. 2013), and 5) inaccurate initialization and parameterization of land surface characteristics and processes (Cheng and Steenburgh 2005; Wyszogrodzki et al. 2013). Additionally, Zhang et al. (2013) ran simulations with varying vertical resolutions, forecast initialization times, and PBL schemes to test the influence of these parameters on the daytime cold bias over Utah, but noticed little improvement.

Soil moisture is a critical parameter for NWP because of its influence on surface sensible and latent fluxes, ground heat fluxes, surface and boundary layer winds, surface and boundary layer temperatures, and moist convection (e.g., Banta and Gannon 1995; Huang et al. 1996; Sun and Bosilovich 1996; Holt et al. 2006; Trier et al. 2008; Zhou and Geerts 2013). In general, higher soil moisture results in lower daytime and higher nighttime near-surface temperatures because of reduced thermal conductivity and evapotranspiration, which have a stronger influence than concomitant decreases in surface albedo. Daniels et al. (2006) identified a daytime cold bias in their WRF simulations over Owens Valley, California, which they reduced by decreasing their analyzed initial soil moisture from a mean of 0.25 to 0.09 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$ based on in situ soil moisture observations. Limited-area mesoscale models, like the WRF, typically obtain their soil moisture initial conditions from operational modeling systems such as the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecast System (GFS) or the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Integrated Forecast System (IFS). The land surface models (LSMs) that predict the land surface state in these operational modeling systems do not currently utilize in situ soil moisture observations (Dirmeyer et al. 2002; Dee et al. 2014). Instead, the soil moisture in the GFS LSM is nudged toward a soil moisture climatology (Dee et al. 2014), whereas the IFS uses an extended Kalman filter data assimilation approach that utilizes surface temperature, relative humidity, and satellite data as proxy observations to analyze soil moisture (Albergel et al. 2012a). Although we know of no published study examining soil moisture biases in the GFS, the operational IFS and ERA interim reanalysis are known to overestimate soil moisture, especially in drier regions (Albergel et al. 2012b).

To improve global analyses of soil moisture, a number of studies have utilized near-surface soil moisture estimates from spaceborne microwave remote sensing platforms (e.g., Jackson et al. 2010; Kerr et al. 2010). Such platforms include the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity mission (SMOS; Kerr et al. 2010), Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing System (AMSR–E), and the Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT). Although satellite soil moisture retrieval algorithms have improved in recent years, their coarse spatial resolution (>10–30 km) and large discrepancies with in situ soil moisture observations currently limit their utility (Crow et al. 2010; Jackson et al. 2010; Al Bitar et al. 2012; Albergel et al. 2012a). However, the Soil Moisture Active/Passive (SMAP) mission launched in early 2015 will measure soil moisture at higher resolution (9 km) and will provide more detailed measurements (Entekhabi et al. 2010). Its utilization has the potential to greatly improve soil moisture analyses. Another approach for estimating soil moisture is to use a land data assimilation system (LDAS), but our own in-house comparison between the high-resolution LDAS (HRLDAS) soil moisture and GFS soil moisture yielded similar results.

In this paper we examine how a regional overestimation of near-surface soil moisture in operational analyses over the Intermountain West during the fall (i.e., September and October) contributes to the underprediction of the DTR in a WRF-based forecasting system over Dugway Proving Ground (DPG) in the Great Salt Lake Desert of northwest Utah (Fig. 1). In particular, we extend the work of Massey et al. (2014) by examining the causes of the daytime cold bias and identifying differences in error structure and model sensitivity compared to the morning warm bias. We use idealized WRF single-column model simulations to help quantify the significance of the soil moisture error contribution to the DTR errors. We also use retrospective WRF simulations run for the Mountain Terrain Atmospheric Modeling and Observations Program (MATERHORN) fall field campaign (Fernando et al. 2015) from 25 September to 25 October 2012 at DPG to
show the temperature improvement in a fully cycled forecast system when near-surface soil moisture analyses are bias corrected and a modified soil thermal conductivity parameterization is implemented. These results suggest that efforts to incorporate soil moisture observations into land surface analyses will likely yield improved temperature forecasts over the Intermountain West and possibly other dryland regions.

2. Data and methods

a. WRF modeling

1) OPERATIONAL WRF (4DWX-DPG) FORECASTS

We identify temperature errors in 8 months of operational WRF-based forecasts produced by the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command Four-Dimensional Weather System (4DWX) developed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and run at DPG (4DWX-DPG; Liu et al. 2008a). We concentrate on September and October of 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014 because these months are most relevant to the MATERHORN fall 2012 field campaign. They also follow the climatologically driest and warmest months of the year (June–August) at the DPG National Weather Service Cooperative Observer site (WRCC 2015), and thus it is anticipated that soil moistures across much of the region will be at or near the annual climatological minimum. For September and October 2011, 4DWX-DPG was based on WRF v3.2, with an upgrade to WRF v3.3.1 prior to September and October 2012. The 4DWX-DPG system features 30, 10, 3.3, and 1.1-km one-way nested domains centered over DPG. For this study, we use data from only the outer three domains (Fig. 1) because temperature errors are nearly identical between the 3.3- and 1.1-km domains. The 4DWX-DPG system has 36 half-$\eta$ levels, whose vertical spacing varies from $\sim$30 m near the surface, with the lowest half-$\eta$ level $\sim$15 m AGL, to $\sim$1250 m in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. The use of one-way nesting is based on its simplicity and superiority over two-way nesting in unpublished test cases.

The physics packages include the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) longwave radiation parameterization (Mlawer et al. 1997), Dudhia shortwave radiation parameterization (Dudhia 1989), Noah LSM (Chen and Dudhia 2001), Yonsei University PBL parameterization (YSU; Hong et al. 2006), explicit sixth-order numerical diffusion (Knievel et al. 2007), and the new Kain–Fritsch cumulus parameterization (Kain 2004). The latter was used only in the 30- and 10-km domains through 2013, then on the 3.3-km domain thereafter. Thompson et al. (2004) microphysics replaced the Lin et al. (1983) microphysics prior to September and October 2012. Rayleigh damping and an updated land cover and terrain elevation dataset based on the 33-category National Land Cover Database (NLCD; Fry et al. 2011) were added in September 2012. Playa land-use and soil texture class categories were manually added to the NLCD and WRF, respectively, to better account for the large playa in northwest Utah (i.e., Fig. 2).

The 4DWX-DPG system produces 48-h forecasts every 3 h, with nominal initialization times of 0200, 0500, 0800, 1100, 1400, 1700, 2000, and 2300 UTC. The atmospheric data assimilation stage of each forecast cycle uses Newtonian nudging for assimilating observations during the 3-h period prior to the nominal initialization time (an initialization time is conceptually equivalent
to a forecast lead time of 0 h). Observations come from aviation routine weather report (METAR) stations, rawinsondes, profilers, buoys, aircraft, satellites, and other observing platforms. In practice, some nudging is still performed during the early parts of the forecast (i.e., after 0 h) as 4DWX-DPG—following the passing of some finite time during the assimilation stage and various preprocessing steps—catches up to what is commonly called wall-clock time. The analysis at the conclusion of an assimilation stage is used to restart the assimilation of the next cycle, except for the 0500 UTC Sunday cycle when the system is “cold started” with an objective analysis using the 1.0

\[ S_0 \] is the solar constant (approximated to be 1370 W m\(^{-2}\)), \( a \) is the annual mean distance between the sun and the earth, \( r \) is the daily mean distance, and \( \varphi \) is the solar elevation angle calculated following Reda and Andreas (2004). Mostly clear days are defined arbitrarily as those with a transmittance > 0.65, and all other days with lower transmittance due to more clouds and aerosols are classified as mostly cloudy. Although the equation above integrates through a calendar day, the transmittance is dominated by daytime values between sunrise and sunset, the times of which vary during the verification period.

2) SINGLE-COLUMN MODEL

The WRF single-column model (SCM; Rostkier-Edelstein and Hacker 2010) is based on WRF v3.5.1 and is run to test 2-m temperature sensitivity to soil moisture, the Zilitinkevich coefficient \( C_z \), an empirical coefficient that helps control the strength of the land–atmosphere coupling, long- and shortwave radiation schemes, and PBL schemes. The SCM is run over a 3 \( \times \) 3 gridpoint stencil with periodic lateral boundary conditions, no external forcing, and the same physics packages and vertical grid
spacing as in 4DWX-DPG, except in sensitivity studies involving radiation or PBL schemes. Simulations with varying $C_{zi}$ radiation schemes, or PBL schemes use a soil moisture of 0.235 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$, whereas simulations with varying soil moisture, radiation schemes, or PBL schemes use a $C_{zi}$ of 0.518 over shrubland and 0.877 over playa.

The SCM is initialized with mean morning [1400 UTC (0700 LST)] atmospheric profiles of temperature, wind, and specific humidity, and mean soil profiles of moisture and temperature obtained from 4DWX-DPG over the MATERHORN rawinsonde launch site (EFS-Playa; Fig. 1) on 129 mostly clear days during the eight study months that were identified using the approach described below. Solar radiation is based on 1 October conditions. We examine the 2-m DTR from hourly output during a 24-h period beginning at 1800 UTC, which allows for a 4-h spinup.

3) RETROSPECTIVE SIMULATIONS

To examine the influence of soil moisture bias and the soil thermal conductivity parameterization used by Massey et al. (2014) on the morning and afternoon temperature biases in a fully cycled modeling system, we produce a series of retrospective 4DWX simulations for the MATERHORN fall field campaign period of 25 September–25 October 2012 (4DWX-MATERHORN). The MATERHORN fall field campaign period was relatively quiescent synoptically with limited precipitation (8.7 mm at the DPG National Weather Service Cooperative Observer site). The 4DWX-MATERHORN configuration is the same as the 2012 version of 4DWX-DPG except for use of 1) WRF v3.5.1, 2) updated data assimilation with the observation quality control done inside the model, 3) biweekly cold starts on Tuesdays and Fridays at 0500 UTC, and 4) climatological Great Salt Lake temperatures obtained from Steenburgh et al. (2000). Potentially important for the interpretation of these results is an upgrade of the YSU PBL parameterization between WRF v3.3.1 and WRF v3.5.1. Hu et al. (2013) note improved 2-m temperature forecasts with the YSU upgrade. We ran a 10-day comparison between the old and updated YSU schemes and also found 2-m temperature forecasts from the updated YSU scheme to outperform the old YSU scheme by only 15%. Therefore, we expect this to contribute only marginally to 2-m temperature error improvements between our retrospective simulations and 4DWX-DPG.

b. Validation data and methods

Near-surface 2-m temperature forecasts, which are diagnosed from the WRF surface driver, are validated against 2-m temperature observations obtained from the Mesowest cooperative networks (Horel et al. 2002). Although no formal quality control was performed on any of the 2-m observations, missing and obviously erroneous observations were removed. In addition, we only consider stations with a site elevation within 100 m of the corresponding WRF elevation, and observations reported within 5 min of the top of each hour. Stations are located primarily in valleys and basins. We use bias error (BE) to validate 4DWX forecasts against observations (BEO) or 4DWX analyses (i.e., forecast hour 0; BEA). BE is calculated as

$$BE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (f_i - o_i),$$

where $N$ is the number of forecast/observation pairs in the sample, $f_i$ is the forecast, and $o_i$ is the observation or analysis. Positive temperature BEs represent a warm bias, and negative temperature BEs represent a cold bias.

c. Soil moisture observations

Soil moisture observations used to validate 4DWX-DPG are taken from the North American Soil Moisture Database (NASMD) at Texas A&M University (http://soilmoisture.tamu.edu), which harmonizes and quality controls several in situ soil moisture observing platforms. Within the region encompassed by the 4DWX-DPG 10-km domain, the NASMD observations come from 27 U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Climate Analysis Network (SCAN; Schaefer et al. 2007) stations and 15 global positioning system (GPS) soil moisture stations (Larson et al. 2008). SCAN stations use Stevens Water HydraProbes to measure soil moisture, and the probes are calibrated for each soil-texture class (Seyfried et al. 2005). Soil moisture is measured hourly at depths of 5.1, 10.2, 20.3, 50.8, and 101.6 cm, but the Noah LSM is configured with depths centered at 5, 25, 70, and 150 cm. Therefore, we only consider the 5.1- and 20.3-cm SCAN levels relative to the 5- and 25-cm Noah LSM levels, respectively, for initialization and validation. GPS stations receive L-band radiation (1.577 42 and 1.227 60 GHz) from GPS satellites, and the multipath signal that reflects off the land surface is used to calculate near-surface soil moisture (Ochsner et al. 2013). Unlike in situ measurements, such as those from SCAN, GPS soil moisture measurements represent a ~300 m$^2$ area, with some variation depending on the height of the GPS antenna (Larson et al. 2008). The GPS soil moisture measurements are influenced most strongly by 0–5-cm soil moisture in moist soils, but are more influenced by deeper soil moisture in drier soils. Rodriguez-Alvarez et al. (2009) found root-mean-square errors < 0.03 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$ relative to 5-cm in situ observations, so we
conclude this dataset is useful for comparisons with 5-cm 4DWX-DPG soil moisture. Unfortunately, the NASMD data are not available from September and October 2014, limiting our 4DWX-DPG soil moisture validation to September and October during 2011–13.

3. Results

a. Bias error characteristics

The 2-m temperature BEOs from eight months of September and October operational 4DWX-DPG forecasts are $-1.37^\circ$C in the afternoon [2000 UTC (1300 LST)] using 6-h forecasts (Fig. 2a) and $1.66^\circ$C in the early morning [1100 UTC (0400 LST)] using 12-h forecasts from 195 Mesowest stations in the 3.3-km domain (Fig. 2b). An afternoon cold bias and early morning warm bias implies an underprediction of the amplitude of the 4DWX-DPG 2-m DTR. Although the early morning warm bias is slightly larger in magnitude than the afternoon cold bias, the early morning BEOs are especially large ($>2^\circ$C) over valleys and basins, including the eastern sites of DPG, the Rush Valley, and the Wasatch Front (see Fig. 1 for locations). During the afternoon, nearly all sites have neutral or negative BEOs.

Daily 3.3-km domain-averaged afternoon 2-m temperature BEAs calculated from 6-h forecasts show a strong relationship between BEA and the domain-averaged atmospheric transmittance in the afternoon (Fig. 3a). Although the overall BEA for these forecasts is $-0.77^\circ$C, on the 161 mostly clear days (i.e., transmittance $>0.65$) the BEA is $-1.01^\circ$C, whereas on the 67 mostly cloudy days the BEA is only $-0.19^\circ$C. Only 5 mostly clear days have a warm bias, whereas 28 mostly cloudy days have a warm bias. An analysis of afternoon BEA sensitivity to wind speed, wind direction, and atmospheric stability yielded little to no correlation (not shown). These results suggest that the underestimation of the afternoon 2-m temperature might be related to the magnitude of the sensible, ground, and latent heat fluxes during the day. Although the signal is weaker, the early morning BEAs are also affected by sky cover. The overall BEA is $0.77^\circ$C, the mostly clear day BEA is $0.85^\circ$C, and the mostly cloudy day BEA is $0.57^\circ$C (Fig. 3b). This weaker influence may partly reflect the presence of nocturnal clouds prior to some mostly clear days.

Relative to 4DWX-DPG analyses, the afternoon 2-m temperature BEAs calculated from 6-h forecasts are negative throughout the domain on mostly clear days and strongest over eastern DPG and valleys to the southeast (Fig. 4a). During mostly cloudy days, the afternoon BEAs are weaker and even positive in some low-elevation basins and valleys (Fig. 4b). In contrast, the early morning 2-m temperature BEAs calculated from 12-h forecasts are primarily positive on mostly clear days except to the immediate west of the northern Great Salt Lake (Fig. 4c). These morning BEAs also exhibit more spatial variability than are found in the afternoon and are generally largest in valleys and basins.

\[^1\text{The 6- and 12-h forecasts are chosen for the afternoon and early morning, respectively, because they produce the largest BEs, as discussed later in this section. Times 2000 and 1100 UTC are chosen because they have the largest 2-m temperature biases.}\]
On mostly cloudy days, the early morning BEAs are weaker and more uniform (Fig. 4d). The spatial distribution and magnitude of the BEAs on mostly clear days are also similar to the BEOs (cf. Figs. 2 and 4), which justifies using 4DWX-DPG analyses for validation.

Comparison of mean observed and forecast (5–7 h) atmospheric soundings from EFS-Playa for the 15 soundings taken between 1800 and 0000 UTC during the MATERHORN fall 2012 field campaign show that the afternoon cold bias extends through 650 hPa (Fig. 5). The BEO reaches $-1.53^\circ\mathrm{C}$ at 805 hPa. There is very little dewpoint temperature bias in the low levels, but a slight dry bias exists above 780 hPa. Forecast wind speeds are also close to the observations, but below 800 hPa the forecast winds are near northerly, whereas the observed are northeasterly or east-northeasterly.

EFS-Playa is located, however, over the playa of the western DPG (see Fig. 2 for location), which typically features higher soil moisture, higher thermal conductivity, and lower afternoon temperatures than over the surrounding sparsely vegetated desert, including the eastern DPG (Rife et al. 2002). We find weaker 2-m temperature BEOs over the playa than the surrounding region because of these differences (Fig. 2). Cross-sections of potential temperature $\theta$ BEA calculated from 6-h forecasts show that the afternoon cold bias extends through the PBL and is maximized over eastern DPG (Fig. 6a; see Fig. 1 for cross-section location). In contrast, the early morning warm bias calculated from 12-h forecasts is confined primarily to the lowest model levels over the valleys and basins and is strongest below $\sim$1500 m MSL (Fig. 6b). The 3.3-km domain-averaged potential temperature $\theta$ BEA calculated between the lowest and 28th half-$\eta$ levels (surface–290 hPa) is $-0.43$ K in the afternoon and 0.21 K in the early morning. Thus, the afternoon cold bias has a greater impact on the regional tropospheric heat content than the early morning warm bias.

Mostly clear-day $\bar{\theta}$ BEAs not only show the diurnal modulation of BEAs, but also show an amplifying cold
bias with increasing forecast lead time regardless of initialization time (Fig. 7). For example, forecasts initialized at 0200 UTC have a $\theta$ BEA maximum of 0.25 K at 1400 UTC on day 1 (12-h forecast) and a second maximum of $-0.06$ K at 1400 UTC on day 2 (36-h forecast). Similarly, forecasts initialized at other times have $\theta$ BEA maxima at 1400 UTC on day 1 and day 2, as well as an intermediate minima at 2300 UTC. The use of 6- and 12-h forecasts to illustrate the afternoon and early morning BEAs throughout this chapter reflects the fact that the 2000 UTC cold bias is most pronounced in the 1400 UTC initialized run, and the 1100 UTC warm bias is most pronounced in the 2300 UTC initialized run, respectively.

b. Near-surface soil moisture biases

Mean 0000 UTC 5-cm soil moisture values during September and October of 2011–13 show that the
4DWX-DPG analyses have a pronounced regional-scale moist bias compared to the NASMD stations throughout the intermediate 10-km domain (Fig. 8), with similar biases in the 30- and 3.3-km domains (not shown). The NASMD station located within DPG has the highest mean soil moisture, yet is still drier than the 4DWX-DPG analyzed soil moisture. The NASMD stations also exhibit more spatial variability than does the 4DWX-DPG-analyzed soil moisture, with a range of 0.007–0.198 m$^3$ m$^{-2}$ compared to 0.172–0.256 m$^3$ m$^{-2}$, respectively. The GPS stations have a smaller range (0.049–0.133 m$^3$ m$^{-2}$) than the SCAN stations (0.007–0.198 m$^3$ m$^{-2}$), but a similar mean (0.093 m$^3$ m$^{-2}$ compared to 0.099 m$^3$ m$^{-2}$). Although the focus of this study is on the net contribution of soil moisture to temperature bias, we anticipate soil moisture analyses that capture this spatial variability will further improve temperature forecasts.

The mean 4DWX-DPG 5-cm soil moisture at all NASMD station locations during September and October of 2011–13 is 0.223 m$^3$ m$^{-2}$, compared to an observed mean of only 0.096 m$^3$ m$^{-2}$. Bias correcting by reducing the 4DWX-DPG 5-cm soil moisture by this 0.127 m$^3$ m$^{-2}$ difference yields a close match for daily values (Fig. 9), although a slight moist bias remains during and immediately following some precipitation events. A similar analysis was conducted for the 25-cm soil moisture, yielding a 0.079 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$ moist bias (not shown). The mean 4DWX-DPG 25-cm soil moisture is 0.215 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$, and the mean 20.3-cm SCAN soil moisture is 0.137 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$. Since the 4DWX-DPG soil moisture analyses are set to GFS analysis values during weekly cold starts and change very little during the week, these soil moisture biases originate with the GFS analyses.

c. SCM simulations

We use the SCM to test the sensitivity of the 2-m DTR, which is underpredicted in 4DWX-DPG, to the 5-cm soil moisture, the specification of $C_{zil}$, the choice of long- and shortwave radiation schemes, and the choice of PBL scheme. Changes in DTR are influenced by both nighttime and daytime temperature changes. We test over the three most common land-use and soil-texture class combinations in the 3.3-km domain: shrubland with loam soil (S-L), shrubland with silt loam soil (S-SL), and playa with playa soil (P-P). S-SL is also tested using the standard Noah LSM and a modified version (S-SL-m) that incorporates the McCumber and Pielke (1981) soil thermal conductivity parameterization (MP81) for silt loam and sandy loam soils, which was shown by Massey et al. (2014) to improve the early morning warm bias over DPG.

1) SOIL MOISTURE

In our SCM simulations over the range of allowable near-surface soil moistures in the Noah LSM (0.02–0.48 m$^3$ m$^{-2}$), the 2-m DTR increases rapidly with decreasing soil moisture, especially at lower soil moistures (e.g., <0.15 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$; Fig. 10a). A soil moisture decrease from 0.22 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$ (the approximate mean 4DWX-DPG soil moisture) to 0.10 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$ (the approximate mean NASMD soil moisture) yields 2-m DTR increases of 2.5°C for S-L, 3.1°C for P-P, 2.5°C for S-SL, and 5.4°C for S-SL-m. The mean 2-m DTR for S-L, P-P, and S-SL-m is 16.4°C at 0.10 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$, which is 2.5°C higher than the maximum obtained in any other SCM experiment (Figs. 10b–d). These results strongly suggest that the soil moisture bias and the default parameterization of soil thermal conductivity are significant contributors to the 2-m DTR underprediction.

2) ZILITINKEVICH COEFFICIENT $C_{zil}$

Another potential contributor to the 2-m DTR errors in 4DWX-DPG is the uncertainty associated with estimating $C_{zil}$. The relationship between the roughness lengths for heat $z_{hr}$ and momentum $z_{om}$ in the Noah LSM currently follows Zilitinkevich (1995):

\[ C_{zil} = C_{zil}(g, z_{hr}, z_{om}) \]
wherein $k = 0.4$ is the von Kármán constant and $R_e$ is the roughness Reynolds number. In addition, $C_{zil}$ serves as an empirical coefficient that helps control the surface heat exchange with the atmosphere. During the day, higher $C_{zil}$ values lead to higher surface skin temperatures, lower surface sensible heat fluxes, and lower atmospheric temperatures (Zheng et al. 2012; Zeng et al. 2012).

Previous WRF versions of the Noah LSM employed a constant $C_{zil}$ of 0.1, but Chen and Zhang (2009) implemented an option for using the following relationship, which was incorporated into 4DWX-DPG:

$$C_{zil} = 10^{-0.4(z_0/0.07)},$$

wherein $z_0$ is the roughness length of the underlying land-use category. A realistic range of $C_{zil}$ is between 0, which assumes an identical $z_0$ and $z_{0am}$, and 1 (Chen et al. 1997).

In our SCM simulations, the 2-m DTR increases with decreasing $C_{zil}$ at a nearly constant rate for all four simulations (Fig. 10b). The mean maximizes at 13.9°C when $C_{zil}$ is zero (Fig. 10b). This is 2.5°C lower than the mean 2-m DTR at a 0.10 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$ soil moisture (cf. Figs. 10a,b). In addition, the low roughness lengths of S-L, S-SL, and P-P over DPG imply a higher $C_{zil}$ value (Chen and Zhang 2009), so a $C_{zil}$ of zero is unlikely. Therefore, errors stemming from the estimation of $C_{zil}$ are not contributing significantly to the underestimation of the 2-m DTR in 4DWX-DPG.

3) Radiation schemes

Long- and shortwave radiation schemes have a minor influence on the 2-m DTR, and only the Community Atmosphere Model schemes (CAM; Collins et al. 2004) increase the mean 2-m DTR (by 1.5°C or less) compared
4) PBL SCHEMES

Here, we test first-order, nonlocal, and 1.5-order TKE closure schemes that were also tested by Zhang et al. (2013) over the DPG region. The quasi-normal scale elimination PBL scheme (QNSE; Sukoriansky et al. 2005) and the Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino level-2.5 PBL scheme (MYNN2; Nakanishi and Niino 2004) are 1.5-order TKE schemes and produce slightly higher mean 2-m DTRs than the YSU scheme currently used in 4DWX-DPG (Fig. 10d). The Asymmetric Convective Model version 2 scheme (ACM2; Pleim 2007) and the Mellor–Yamada–Janjić (MYJ) turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) scheme (Mellor and Yamada 1982) produce slightly lower DTRs than the YSU scheme. The small changes suggest that none of the PBL schemes presently available in WRF will significantly increase the DTR compared to the YSU scheme currently used in 4DWX-DPG. These results are consistent with the findings of Zhang et al. (2013).

d. Retrospective simulations

Motivated by the results above, we test the influence of the overestimation of near-surface soil moisture on temperature forecasts in the fully cycled retrospective 4DWX-MATERHORN simulations. Table 1 summarizes the three different retrospective cycles, which use varying soil thermal conductivity parameterizations and varying regions of bias-corrected near-surface soil moisture. The control 4DWX-MATERHORN cycle that is initialized from GFS soil moisture analyses and uses the default WRF soil thermal conductivity parameterization (hereafter referred to as Control) has afternoon and early morning 2-m temperature BEOs...
of −1.62°C (Fig. 11a) and 1.93°C (Fig. 11b), respectively, which are similar to, but slightly larger than, the BEOs produced by 4DWX-DPG for all eight validation months (cf. Figs. 2 and 11). Spatially, the BEO distributions are also similar.

In the SM-d03 simulations, we bias correct by reducing the 5-cm soil moisture analyses of the 3.3-km domain by 0.131 m³ m⁻³ and by reducing the 25-cm analyses by 0.072 m³ m⁻³. The soil moisture reduction was calculated by subtracting the 4DWX-DPG values corresponding to NASMD stations from the observations within the region encompassed by the 10-km domain during the MATERHORN period. Following Massey et al. (2014), we also replace the soil thermal conductivity parameterization in the Noah LSM with MP81 for silt loam and sandy loam soils. These changes reduce the afternoon and morning 2-m temperature BEOs to −0.90°C (Fig. 11c) and 0.64°C (Fig. 11d), improvements of 0.72°C and 1.29°C relative to Control, respectively. In both cases, the greatest improvement occurs over DPG, with less improvement along the Wasatch Front. The Wasatch Front is urbanized and irrigated, and the bias-corrected soil moisture might not be representative over this area. Overall, SM-d03 improves the early morning warm bias, but the afternoon cold bias improvement is smaller.
The SM-Full simulations are similar to those for SM-d03 except the soil moisture bias corrections are applied to the 3.3-km domain, the 10-km domain, and the 10-km domain’s footprint in the 30-km domain. This results in drier and more realistic soil moistures across the broader Intermountain West. These changes reduce the afternoon and morning BEOs to −0.34°C (Fig. 11e) and 0.57°C (Fig. 11f), improvements of 0.56°C, and 0.07°C relative to SM-d03, respectively. Thus, the afternoon cold bias improves from both local and regional soil moisture bias correction, but the early morning warm bias is more sensitive to local soil moisture, with little improvement from soil moisture bias correction over the broader region. This result is consistent with the greater depth and regional coverage of the afternoon cold bias.

Hourly 2-m temperature BEOs calculated from 11–14-h forecasts illustrate the underestimation of the 2-m DTR in Control, greatly improved nighttime forecasts in SM-d03, and greatly improved nighttime and daytime forecasts in SM-Full (Fig. 12). The mean 1700–0000 UTC daytime cold bias is −1.17°C in Control and improves to −0.68°C in SM-d03 and −0.20°C in SM-Full. The 0300–1400 UTC mean nighttime warm bias is 1.26°C in Control and improves to 0.23° and 0.33°C in SM-d03 and SM-Full, respectively. However, SM-d03 and SM-Full introduce a brief morning-transition [1500 UTC (0800 LST)] warm bias and evening-transition [0100 UTC (1800 LST)] cold bias. These BEOs may be related to the inaccurate partitioning of the surface energy budget in conjunction with PBL evolution during the transitions, which should be investigated in future work.

The 2-m temperature BEOs have a local maximum near 1400 UTC and local minimum at 2000 UTC in Control for forecasts initialized at all nominal 4DWX-MATERHORN initialization times, but local maxima and minima are nearly eliminated in SM-Full (Fig. 13). Therefore, the diurnal modulation of 2-m BEAs is almost nonexistent in SM-Full. However, an overall amplifying cold bias with increasing forecast lead time exists in both Control and SM-Full, similar to the amplifying cold bias observed in 4DWX-DPG (cf. Figs. 7 and 13), suggesting the presence of an unknown diurnally independent error source.

Comparison of mean MATERHORN atmospheric soundings taken between 1800 and 0000 UTC at EFS-Playa with corresponding 5–7-h Control forecast soundings shows a deep cold bias (Fig. 14, red line) that was also present in the original 4DWX-DPG forecasts. The SM-Full forecasts (blue line) more closely match observations above 800 hPa, but exhibit a warm bias near the surface. This warm bias is consistent with positive 2000 UTC 2-m temperature biases at playa stations in SM-Full (Fig. 11e). The use of a spatially homogeneous soil moisture bias correction based on data collected from the surrounding region may not be appropriate over this unique land surface type.

Cross sections of θ BEAs calculated from 6- and 12-h forecasts during the afternoon and early morning, respectively, also show temperature improvements in SM-d03 and SM-Full compared to Control (Fig. 15). Control has similar BEAs to 4DWX-DPG with an afternoon cold bias extending through the depth of the mean PBL and into the middle troposphere, yielding a ueue of −0.54°C. In contrast, the early morning warm bias is confined to the lowest few model levels in valleys and basins (cf. Figs. 6 and 15a,b), yielding a ueue of 0.12°C. Compared to 4DWX-DPG forecasts for the entire 8-month validation period, ueue features a stronger afternoon cold bias and a weaker early morning warm bias, consistent with the stronger overall amplifying cold bias that exists in the 4DWX-MATERHORN simulations compared to the 4DWX-DPG forecasts for the entire 8-month validation period (cf. Figs. 15a,b and Figs. 6a,b). The SM-d03 experiment reduces the overall afternoon cold bias (Fig. 15c) and nearly eliminates the strong early morning warm BEAs in the lowest few model levels (Fig. 15d). The SM-Full simulation further reduces the mean afternoon ueue cold bias (Fig. 15c) and largely eliminates the early morning near-surface warm bias (Fig. 15f). In SM-d03 and SM-Full, an upper-level cold bias develops with increasing forecast lead time as the near-surface BEAs improve. We hypothesize that the upper-level cold bias, which is also observed at 2 m (Fig. 13), is related to erroneous lateral boundary conditions from the outer domains given the vertical extent of the error.

| TABLE 1. Summary of 4DWX-MATERHORN simulations. |
|-----------------------------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
| **Soil moisture initialization at cold start** | **Control** | **SM-d03** | **SM-Full** |
| **Noah LSM modifications** | 1.0° GFS analysis | Bias corrected on 3.3-km domain | Bias corrected on 3.3-, 10-, and 10-km footprints in 30-km domains |
| **Control SM-d03 SM-Full** | None | MP81 for silt loam and sandy loam soils | MP81 for silt loam and sandy loam soils |

---

The SM-Full simulations are similar to those for SM-d03 except the soil moisture bias corrections are applied to the 3.3-km domain, the 10-km domain, and the 10-km domain’s footprint in the 30-km domain. This results in drier and more realistic soil moistures across the broader Intermountain West. These changes reduce the afternoon and morning BEOs to −0.34°C (Fig. 11e) and 0.57°C (Fig. 11f), improvements of 0.56°C, and 0.07°C relative to SM-d03, respectively. Thus, the afternoon cold bias improves from both local and regional soil moisture bias correction, but the early morning warm bias is more sensitive to local soil moisture, with little improvement from soil moisture bias correction over the broader region. This result is consistent with the greater depth and regional coverage of the afternoon cold bias.

Hourly 2-m temperature BEOs calculated from 11–14-h forecasts illustrate the underestimation of the 2-m DTR in Control, greatly improved nighttime forecasts in SM-d03, and greatly improved nighttime and daytime forecasts in SM-Full (Fig. 12). The mean 1700–0000 UTC daytime cold bias is −1.17°C in Control and improves to −0.68°C in SM-d03 and −0.20°C in SM-Full. The 0300–1400 UTC mean nighttime warm bias is 1.26°C in Control and improves to 0.23° and 0.33°C in SM-d03 and SM-Full, respectively. However, SM-d03 and SM-Full introduce a brief morning-transition [1500 UTC (0800 LST)] warm bias and evening-transition [0100 UTC (1800 LST)] cold bias. These BEOs may be related to the inaccurate partitioning of the surface energy budget in conjunction with PBL evolution during the transitions, which should be investigated in future work.

The 2-m temperature BEOs have a local maximum near 1400 UTC and local minimum at 2000 UTC in Control for forecasts initialized at all nominal 4DWX-MATERHORN initialization times, but local maxima and minima are nearly eliminated in SM-Full (Fig. 13). Therefore, the diurnal modulation of 2-m BEAs is almost nonexistent in SM-Full. However, an overall amplifying cold bias with increasing forecast lead time exists in both Control and SM-Full, similar to the amplifying cold bias observed in 4DWX-DPG (cf. Figs. 7 and 13), suggesting the presence of an unknown diurnally independent error source.
FIG. 11. As in Fig. 2, but for the (a), (b) Control, (c), (d) SM-d03, and (e), (f) SM-Full simulations of 4DWX-MATERHORN.
Time–height cross sections of $u$ during the fifth intensive operating period of the MATERHORN fall 2012 field campaign (2100 UTC 9 October–1200 UTC 10 October 2012) are created from 3-hourly observed EFS-Playa soundings (Fig. 16a), the 1100 UTC 9 October 2012 Control simulation (Fig. 16b), and the 1100 UTC 9 October 2012 SM-Full simulation (Fig. 16c). This period has the most consecutive successful soundings during the MATERHORN fall 2012 field campaign. The $u$ differences between the observations and Control show a large under-prediction of $u$ (Fig. 16b), whereas SM-Full shows $u$ within 1 K of observations (Fig. 16c). In addition to the improved $u$ forecasts, SM-Full also improves the 800–700-hPa atmospheric stability (cf. Figs. 16a and 16c), which is overpredicted in Control (cf. Figs. 16a and 16b). Therefore, SM-Full may improve forecasts of other meteorological phenomena dependent on atmospheric stability such as winds and cloud development.

4. Summary and conclusions

Eight months of operational WRF forecasts under-predict the strength of the diurnal temperature range (DTR) for Dugway Proving Ground in northwestern Utah (4DWX-DPG) during September and October of 2011–14. During the afternoon [2000 UTC (1300 LST)], the 2-m temperature bias error (BE) in 12-h forecasts is $-1.37^\circ$C relative to observations, with the cold bias extending through the top of the mean planetary boundary layer. In the early morning [1100 UTC (0400 LST)], the 2-m temperature BE in 6-h forecasts is 1.66°C, but the warm bias is confined to the lowest few model levels in valleys and basins. The BEs are greatest during mostly clear skies.

The underprediction of the 2-m DTR is primarily the result of an overestimation of near-surface soil moisture in 4DWX-DPG analyses, which is initialized from the Global Forecast System (GFS) analyses once per week. The 4DWX-DPG system overestimates the 5- and 25-cm soil moisture by mean values of 0.127 and
0.079 m³ m⁻³, respectively, compared to 42 North American Soil Moisture Database (NASMD) soil moisture observing stations. These biases are fairly consistent over a 6-month period enabling straightforward bias correction of 4DWX-DPG soil moisture analyses. Results from WRF single-column model (SCM) simulations illustrate that bias-corrected soil moisture combined with the McCumber and Pielke (1981) soil thermal conductivity parameterization for silt loam and sandy loam soils (Massey et al. 2014) greatly improves the 2-m DTR forecast. The planetary boundary layer schemes, radiation schemes, and the estimation of the Zilitinkevich coefficient have a smaller influence on 2-m DTR.

Retrospective simulations for the MATERHORN fall 2012 field campaign period (4DWX-MATERHORN) show improved temperature forecasts using bias-corrected soil moisture analyses and a modified soil thermal conductivity parameterization. When the bias correction is only applied to the innermost 3.3-km domain (SM-d03), the early morning warm bias is nearly eliminated, but the afternoon cold bias is only slightly reduced. When the bias correction is applied regionally to the 3.3-km domain, the 10-km domain, and the 10-km domain's footprint in the 30-km domain (SM-Full), the afternoon cold bias is nearly eliminated. These results imply that the early morning warm bias is most sensitive to the local soil moisture, whereas the afternoon cold bias is sensitive to both the local and regional soil moisture. SM-Full also produces improvements in atmospheric temperature and stability above the surface.

Although the use of bias-corrected soil moisture yields significant 2-m temperature forecast improvements, an amplifying tropospheric cold bias develops in all simulations. The causes of this cold bias are unknown, but may be related to erroneous lateral boundary conditions or the 4DWX configuration. Both SM-d03 and SM-Full also introduce a brief 2-m temperature warm bias during the morning transition [1500 UTC (0800 LST)] and cold bias during the evening transition [0100 UTC (1800 LST)]. The source of these errors should be investigated in future work.

These results highlight a major consequence of the use of global soil moisture analyses for regional temperature prediction. These analyses, and others such as those produced by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) GFS or the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Integrated Forecast System (IFS), rely on land surface models that do not currently assimilate or utilize soil moisture observations. Over the Intermountain West, this leads to a large positive soil moisture bias that degrades temperature forecasts. Other regions may have similarly large soil moisture biases and associated temperature forecasts errors. The global soil moisture analyses can potentially be improved by incorporating existing in situ soil moisture observations. Deployment of more soil moisture stations should also be considered.
over data-sparse regions, especially the cost-effective GPS-based stations. The recently launched NASA Soil Moisture Active/Passive (SMAP) mission, which provides remotely sensed soil moisture data in 9-km pixels, much finer than previous satellite-based soil moisture estimates, also offers significant potential to improve soil moisture analyses worldwide.
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